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Walter Savage Landor (1775-1864) was an English writer and poet, eldest son of Walter Landor and his wife
Elizabeth Savage. He was sent to Rugby School, but was removed at the headmaster's request and studied
privately with Mr. Langley, vicar of Ashbourne. In 1793 appeared in a small volume, divided into three
books, The Poems of Walter Savage Landor, and, in pamphlet form of nineteen pages, an anonymous Moral
Epistle, respectfully dedicated to Earl Stanhope. No poet at the age of twenty ever had more vigour of style
and fluency of verse; nor perhaps has any ever shown such masterly command of epigram and satire, made
vivid and vital by the purest enthusiasm and most generous indignation. Three years later appeared the first
edition of the first great work which was to inscribe his name for ever among the great names in English
poetry, Gebir. In 1808, under an impulse not less heroic than that which was afterwards to lead Byron to a
glorious death in redemption of Greece and his own good fame, Landor, then aged thirty-three, left England
for Spain as a volunteer to serve in the national army against Napoleon at the head of a regiment raised and
supported at his sole expense. After some three months campaigning came the affair of Cintra and its
disasters; his troop, in the words of his biographer, dispersed or melted away, and he came back to England
in as great a hurry as he had left it, but bringing with him the honourable recollection of a brave design
unselfishly attempted. The campaign also furnished the material in his memory for the sublimest poem
published in our language, between the last masterpiece of Milton and the first masterpiece of Shelley, one
equally worthy to stand unchallenged beside either for poetic perfection as well as moral majesty, the lofty
tragedy of Count Julian, which appeared in 1812, without the name of its author. No comparable work is to
be found in English poetry between the date of Samson Agoniites and the date of Prometheus Unbound; and
with both these great works it has some points of greatness in common.
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From reader reviews:

Jerry Brock:

Here thing why this kind of Count Julian are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading through a
book is good nevertheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as delicious as food
or not. Count Julian giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any guide out there
but there is no guide that similar with Count Julian. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your eyes
about the thing which happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your method home by train. When you are having difficulties
in bringing the published book maybe the form of Count Julian in e-book can be your substitute.

Patrick Perkins:

The e-book untitled Count Julian is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of
the e-book content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of investigation when write
the book, hence the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also will
get the e-book of Count Julian from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Dawn Hicks:

Many people spending their time by playing outside having friends, fun activity with family or just watching
TV all day every day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, think
reading a book can definitely hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It ok you can have the
e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Count Julian which is obtaining the e-
book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Audrey Stockman:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in
e-book approach, more simple and reachable. That Count Julian can give you a lot of friends because by you
investigating this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an interesting person.
This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you information that
might be your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than other make you to be great individuals. So , why
hesitate? We need to have Count Julian.
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